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Special Meeting of the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee 
DRAFT Meeting Minutes for 

Tuesday, January 20, 2022, at 1:00 p.m. 
(Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams Platform) 

At 1:04 p.m. Executive Session [Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Remarks by 
Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown) and Review Committee Chairperson 
(Marvin Boyer)] 

Sha S. Brown, Chairperson, called the Executive Session of the Pennsylvania State Law 
Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s (Commission) Bias-based Policing Review Committee 
(Review Committee) to order and conducted a Roll Call – Commissioners Marvin Boyer [Review 
Committee Chairperson], Brenda Tate, Denise Ashe and Suresh Canagarajah were present remotely and 
a quorum of the Review Committee was present.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger was also present remotely 
as an advisor and Commissioner Keir Bradford-Gray was excused from the meeting.  A copy of the Roll 
Call and Attendance Form is attached hereto and made a part hereof [see Attachment 1].   

Chairperson Brown announced that the Commission’s new Secretary (Jaimie Hicks) will be 
responsible for the minutes of this meeting.  Chairperson Brown also announced that Commissioner 
Marilyn Brown expressed an interest in joining the Review Committee [and that she would be named to 
the Review Committee at the Commission’s next regular meeting tentatively scheduled for February 28, 
2022.  

Chairperson Brown then proceeded to provide an overview of the Review Committee’s proposed 
Special Meeting Agenda which included the consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) 
for purposes of reaching preliminary determinations and Findings and Conclusions in anticipation of 
issuing Preliminary Investigative Review Reports for Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-P and 21-0008-P.  
To this end, Chairperson Brown summarized the six “Review Objectives” for matters currently under 
consideration which included determining whether the internal completed investigations were prompt, 
fair, impartial, and complete along with whether the adjudicatory findings and discipline (if any) were 
reasonable under standard law enforcement protocols.  Chairperson added that the Review Committee 
would also determine if there were any perceived policy or training deficiencies, and if so, identify 
recommendations that may be necessary to ensure internal investigations of bias-based policing incidents 
are properly investigated and adjudicated. 

As a recap of the Review Committee’s previous Special Meeting held on January 11, 2022, 
Chairperson Brown noted that Commissioners reached consensus regarding its inability to reach 
determinations [or Review Objectives Nos. 1 through 5] concerning promptness, fairness, impartiality, 
completeness, reasonableness of adjudicatory findings and disciplinary action (if any) with respect to its 
review of  Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  Chairperson Brown also noted that Internal Case No. 21-0007-
P is a carbon copy of Internal Case No. 21-0006-P [a previous review completed by the Review 
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Committee during its last review cycle] since the Pennsylvania State Police (PSP) did not complete an 
internal investigation of the bias-based policing complaint given underlying court proceedings involving 
the complainant so the Review Committee’s findings and conclusions will be similar.  Concerning policy 
and/or training deficiencies [Review Objective No. 6], Chairperson Brown summarized high level issues 
identified by the Review Committee including the availability, retention and storage of mobile video 
recordings, citizen engagement and communication, and enhancements to the Covered Agency’s Early 
Intervention Program.  While she provided a copy of a brochure used in Pittsburgh in connection with 
citizen engagement and communication for review by Commissioners, Vice-Chairperson Pittinger 
cautioned that the brochure was currently under review for possible revisions again. 

With respect to Internal Case No. 21-0008-P, Chairperson Brown recapped determinations made 
by the Review Committee including promptness, fairness, completeness, and the inapplicability of 
discipline (sine none was issued).  Chairperson Brown noted that the Review Committee was required to 
revisit its prior determination concerning the reasonableness of adjudicatory findings since the Covered 
Agency’s records indicated that the adjudicator did review and address the member’s failure to call in the 
traffic stop as required.  Chairperson Brown also summarized the high level issues identified by the 
Review Committee during its review of this completed investigation including citizen engagement (i.e., 
members did not initially identify themselves and a requirement to do so), documentation of citizen 
encounters and traffics stops using “criminal indicators.”    

With no further administrative matters or other questions, the Executive Session of the Review 
Committee ended at 1:27 p.m.  

At 1:33 p.m. Public Session of Special Meeting Started and Recording Began 

At 1:33 p.m.    Call to Order, Roll Call and Opening Announcements/Reminders by 
Commission Chairperson (Sha Brown) 

Chairperson Brown called the Special Meeting of the Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review 
Committee to order, announced that the meeting was being recorded and participation in the meeting 
conferred consent to being recorded.  Chairperson Brown conducted a Roll Call and Commissioners 
Marvin Boyer [Review Committee Chairperson], Brenda Tate, Denise Ashe and Suresh Canagarajah were 
present remotely and a quorum of the Review Committee was present.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger was 
also present remotely as an advisor and Commissioner Keir Bradford-Gray was excused from the meeting. 
A copy of the Roll Call and Attendance Form is attached hereto and made a part hereof [see Attachment 
1]. 

At 1:34 p.m.  Public Comment Reminder 
Chairperson Brown reminded members of the public of the various ways citizens may participate 

and offer public comment before and during all meetings of the Commission and the Commission’s 
Review Committees to ensure public participation and transparency.  For purposes of this Special 
Meeting, public comment was limited to three minutes per speaker. 

At 1:35 p.m. Motion to Approve Bias-based Policing Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda 
by Unanimous Consent 

Chairperson Brown asked for a motion to approve the Bias-based Policing Review Committee’s 
Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  The Motion was offered and seconded by Review Committee 
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members in attendance.  Chairperson Brown asked if there were any objection(s) to the Meeting Agenda 
and after hearing no objections, Chairperson Brown recognized the approval of the Bias-based Policing 
Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda by unanimous consent.  A copy of the Bias-based Policing Review 
Committee’s January 20, 2022 Special Meeting Agenda, as adopted, is attached hereto, and made a part 
hereof [see Attachment 2]. 

At 1:35 p.m.  Motion to Approve Adoption of the Draft of the Bias-based Policing Review 
Committee’s January 11, 2022 Meeting Minutes by Unanimous Consent 

Chairman Brown asked for a Motion to approve the draft of the Bias-based Policing Review 
Committee’s January 11, 2022 Meeting Minutes by unanimous consent.  The Motion was offered and 
seconded by Review Committee members.  Unanimous consent to approve adoption of the draft of the 
Bias-based Policing Review Committee’s January 11, 2022 Meeting Minutes passed with no noted 
objections [a copy of the Meeting Minutes as adopted is available on the Review Committee’s webpage 
found at www.osig.pa.gov/PSLECAC]. 

At 1:36 p.m. Other Review Committee Administrative Matters 
Review Committee Chairperson Boyer had no administrative matters to report to the Review 

Committee.  

At 1:37 p.m. Consideration, Discussion, Deliberation, and Official Action(s) For Purposes 
of Reaching Preliminary Findings and Conclusions in Anticipation of the 
Issuance and Ratification of Preliminary Investigative Review Reports for 
Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-P and 21-0008-P  

Chairperson Brown opened the floor to consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official 
action(s) for purposes of reaching preliminary Findings and Conclusions for Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-
P and 21-0008-P.  To this end, Chairperson Brown restated the Commission’s overall purpose when 
conducting reviews and the Review Committee’s “Review Objectives” to preliminary identify and ensure 
that a Covered Agency’s completed internal investigations of bias-based policing complaints are prompt, 
fair, complete, and impartial, performed in a manner consistent with applicable policies, and whether the 
adjudicatory findings and discipline, if any, were reasonable under standard law enforcement protocol, as 
required.  If policy and/or training deficiencies are identified, Chairperson Brown restated that the Review 
Committee will research best practices and offer recommendations for consideration by the full 
Commission.  Because there were no questions regarding the purpose of the committee’s “Review 
Objectives,” Chairperson Brown proceeded to read a summary of the facts into the record as follows:     

Internal Case Number #21-0007-P [Incident Date is November 26, 2016 
involving the Pennsylvania State Police Barrack Troop M]. 

On November 26, 2016, a citizen reported being harassed on two separate occasions because he 
was a black man driving a BMW.  The citizen alleged less than one year prior to his 
complaint that he was driving with cruise control engaged in the left lane at approximately 1:30am 
in the morning when he observed a vehicle approaching from the rear at a high rate of speed.  The 
vehicle approached within one (1) car length of the citizen’s vehicle.  The citizen advised the 
vehicle created a hazard for his safety and he assumed it was someone trying to make trouble 
because it was so early in the morning.  The citizen quickly moved to the right lane to avoid the 
vehicle.  The vehicle abruptly followed and at that time police lights were engaged, and the citizen 
realized the vehicle was a police officer.   
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The Trooper allegedly told the citizen he crossed over the white line and changed lanes without 
signaling; however, the citizen disputed the Trooper had the time to observe the alleged driving 
behavior.  The Trooper gave the citizen a warning notice for what the citizen described as 
“harassment.” 

The citizen also reported to be again driving in the left lane when he observed a vehicle rapidly 
approaching from the rear.  When the car was about a car length behind the citizen, the police 
lights were engaged.  The citizen disputes the Trooper had time to observe any driving 
behavior.  The citizen quickly pulled to the right side of the road.  Upon being approached, the 
Trooper advised the citizen, he was “weaving” in the road.  The citizen received a citation for turning 
or changing lanes without safety and or without signaling.  The citizen expressed concerns the 
Troopers were creating the traffic offenses using aggressive driving tactics and then using the minor 
traffic offense [lane violation] as a justification for the traffic stop.  The citizen believed he was 
targeted and profiled because he is black for the purpose of checking his credentials.   

On November 30, 2016, the citizen was sent a letter confirming the decision from the Pennsylvania 
State Police’s (PSP) Bureau of Integrity and Professional Standards that it would not investigate 
the allegations.  The notification letter stated, in part, “A review of court documents indicates that 
the charges against you are currently pending court. The appropriate remedy for your complaint is 
through the court system or the appellate court system.  The PSP, Internal Affairs Division, will not 
take any action based upon your complaint at this time.”  

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered. 

As a recap of the Review Committee’s previous Special Meeting held on January 11, 2022, 
Chairperson Brown noted that Commissioners reached consensus regarding its inability to reach 
determinations [or Review Objectives Nos. 1 through 5] concerning promptness, fairness, impartiality, 
completeness, reasonableness of adjudicatory findings and disciplinary action (if any) with respect to its 
review of  Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  Chairperson Brown also noted that Internal Case No. 21-0007-
P is a carbon copy of Internal Case No. 21-0006-P [a previous review completed by the Review 
Committee during its last review cycle] since PSP did not complete an internal investigation of the bias-
based policing complaint given underlying court proceedings involving the complainant so the Review 
Committee’s findings and conclusions are the same.  Chairperson Brown asked Commissioners if they 
wished to incorporate its findings, conclusions and related recommendations contained in Internal Case 
No. 21-0006-P [adopted and ratified by the Commission in its Final Report for Internal Case No. 21-0006-
P during its regular meeting held on December 10, 2022) to this review with respect to the identification 
of any policy and training deficiencies [Review Objective No. 6] and relinquished the floor to Review 
Committee Chairperson Boyer.   

Review Committee Chairperson Boyer agreed that the Review Committee should incorporate its 
previous findings, conclusions, and related recommendations into its preliminary report regarding the 
current matter under consideration and Commissioner Ashe agreed.  No further comment was offered, 
and Chairperson Brown proceeded to read proposed language to incorporate the Review Committee’s 
findings, conclusions, and related recommendations along with addenda into the record as follows: 

Proposed Recommendation No. 1 – Investigating Complaints of Bias-Based Policing (Repeat Finding contained within 
the Commission’s Final Report for Internal Case No. 21-0006-P)  

The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee reaffirms its 
recommendation ratified by the Commission on December 10, 2021, that the Pennsylvania State Police specifically mandate 
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that all bias-based policing complaints are fully and properly investigated and judiciously acted upon if, and when, a complainant 
reinstates his or her complaint following disposition of underlying court proceedings. To avoid a prosecutorial conflict of interest 
during the pendency of underlying court cases, the Commission recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police revise its 
notification letter to more adequately inform complainants of the agency’s need to suspend the investigation until final disposition 
of any underlying law enforcement action(s) involving the citizen. In addition, and upon conclusion of the underlying court 
proceedings, the Commission recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police revise its notification letter to more adequately 
inform citizens of their right to re-file their complaint (with directions on how to do so) so that such matters can be resolved 
administratively and appropriately adjudicated.   

Proposed Repeat Recommendation No. 2 – Mitigating the Risk of Bias-Based Policing (Repeat Finding contained 
within the Commission’s Final Report for Internal Case No. 21-0006-P)  

The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee reaffirms 
its recommendation ratified by the Commission on December 10, 2021, that the Pennsylvania State Police amend and/or modify 
certain on- and off-duty code of conduct policies and/or mandate certain action in accordance with its “Recommended 
Guidelines” document. [See Addendum to Final Report of the Commission for Internal Case No. 21-0006-P titled “Recommended 
Guidelines”]  
1. Update its Bias-Based Profiling Review Policy (last updated 2008/2009) and all relevant employee code of conduct and
enforcement-related policies to include, cover and better define, prohibitions of conduct against all protected classes, and (where
feasible) provide examples and descriptions of acts that constitute or may be indicative of bias-based policing to provide more
specific guidance.
2. Update its policy concerning organizational memberships and/or affiliations to include restriction of memberships and/or
affiliations in any group that may interfere with PSP operations, limit PSP’s ability to function as a law enforcement agency and/or
bring PSP into disrepute.
3. Update its policy regarding members’ personal use of social or other publicly accessible media to restrict (either directly or
indirectly) from engaging in bias-based or other discriminatory or offensive behavior against all protected classes.
4. Update all relevant policies and mandate a duty to report acts of bias-based policing and/or other discriminatory or offensive
conduct by fellow members.
5. Specifically require that all investigations of bias-based policing complaints (either initially or upon reinstatement) be completed 
in compliance with internal affairs policies and procedures and that investigators receive specific annual training on how to
properly identify and investigate bias-based policing complaints.
6. Mandate in-service annual bias-based policing or implicit bias training for all members.
7. Reaffirm and mandate that all bias-based policing complaints are fully and properly investigated and judiciously acted upon.
In those circumstances where underlying court cases are pending against complainants, written notification should include
information indicating the temporary suspension of the investigation of the complainant’s bias-based policing complaint until final
disposition of the underlying court matter and adequately inform complainants of their right, and how, to re-file their complaint
so that such matters can be resolved administratively and appropriately adjudicated.

Chairperson Brown then posed the question of adoption to Commissioners and relinquished the 
floor to Review Committee Chairperson Boyer who agreed that issues identified during the committee’s 
previous review were the same.  When called upon, all Commissioners present responded in the 
affirmative and Chairperson Brown opened the floor to public comment and no comment was offered.  
Accordingly, and after hearing no further comment or objection, the Review Committee 
preliminarily adopted and incorporated its previous findings, conclusions, and related 
recommendations along with addenda to its review of Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  

Chairperson Brown stated that another question on the Review Committee’s list under Review 
Objective No. 6 was whether PSP was in possession of the MVR of the incident.  However, an MVR 
related to the underlying incident was not retained because the complaint was filed several weeks after the 
second underlying traffic stop and beyond PSP’s retention period.  Specifically, Chairperson Brown 
summarized the following: 

Title 42 [Judiciary and Judicial Procedure], Chapter 67A [Recordings by Law Enforcement Officers, 
Subsection 67A03 [Request for Law Enforcement Audio Recordings or Video Recordings) states:    
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“An individual who requests an audio recording or video recording made by a law enforcement 
agency shall, within 60 days of the date when the audio recording was made, serve a written 
request to the individual who is designated as the open records officer for the law enforcement 
agency.”    

PSP Field Regulation FR 6-12 MVR Equipment Regulation requires recordings made from MVR 
equipment of incidents which may result in the filing of misdemeanor or felony charges and/or 
incidents which are likely to become the subject of civil litigation against the Department and its 
personnel to be retained. This requirement would include incidents involving verbal or written 
complaints against the Department or its personnel. The retention period for other recordings is 
described in section 12.06D which reads:   

“All recordings uploaded to MVR servers will be automatically deleted 60 days after the date the 
recording was uploaded to the server. Therefore, recordings required to be duplicated/retained in 
accordance with this regulation must be duplicated within 60 days of the incident/recording. A 
request for duplication/retention of a recording after the automatic 60-day deletion period cannot 
be processed.”

Chairperson Brown remarked that PSP’s policy (which is derived from, and supported by, state statute) 
makes it difficult to investigate bias-based policing complaints or identify a pattern of bias-based policing 
through historic reviews of MVR recordings.  Chairperson Brown added that PSP’s policy and the limited 
retention period also make oversight and/or third-party review difficult.  With respect to Internal Case 
No. 21-0007-P specifically, Chairperson Brown stated that PSP followed state law, but that in accordance 
with PSP’s policy, there was no indication that PSP requested retainment and duplication of the MVR 
after the bias-based policing complaint was filed [complaint filed within 30 days of date of second traffic 
stop].  Chairperson Brown then informed Commissioners that the Commission’s Use of Force Review 
Committee previously recommended that PSP continue efforts to procure a mobile video recording system 
and that PSP seek technology enhancements and procure a cloud-based system to retain audio and video 
recordings which allow for longer retention periods with minimal to no additional costs that included 
cloud storage and asked if this Review Committee agreed and reaffirm this recommendation. 

Review Committee Chairperson Boyer agreed and relinquished the floor back to Chairperson 
Brown.  

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to public comment and no comment was offered.  
Chairperson Brown then posed the question to Commissioners whether the Review Committee wished to 
reaffirm the previous recommendation of the Commission’s Use of Force Review Committee regarding 
PSP’s continued procurement of a mobile video recording system with accompanying features.  When 
called upon, all Commissioners present responded in the affirmative and Chairperson Brown opened the 
floor to public comment and no comment was offered.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further 
comment or objection, the Review Committee preliminarily adopted and incorporated the Use of 
Force Review Committee’s previous findings, conclusions, and related recommendations regarding 
PSP’s continued procurement of a mobile video recording system with enhancements allowing for 
cloud storage and longer retention periods at no additional cost for Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  

Though based on state law, Chairperson Brown restated that PSP’s limited retention policy may 
also inadvertently restrict community access and ultimately affect community trust.  Chairperson Brown 
then opened the discussion to Commissioners to determine whether the Review Committee wished to 
consider recommending an amendment to Subsection 67A03 in Title 42 and PSP’s corresponding policy 
consistent with best practices described in the Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century 
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Policing.  Before relinquishing the floor to Review Committee Chairperson Boyer, Chairperson Brown 
added that:     

Under Executive Order 2020-04, as amended, Section (15) [Implementation], Subsection  (a) 
requires “All covered agencies shall cooperate and provide assistance to the Commission as 
needed to perform its functions. Notwithstanding any document retention periods, all covered 
agencies must take affirmative steps to preserve any and all records and information relating to 
covered agencies’ completed internal investigations that fall within the Commission’s purview for 
the time period necessary for the Commission to complete its review” and  Subsection (b) requires 
“All Commonwealth agencies under the Governor’s jurisdiction are directed to take all steps 
necessary to implement this Executive Order.”   

Review Committee Chairperson Boyer remarked that the Review Committee should add language 
to its proposed recommendation to mirror PSP’s responsibilities under Executive Order 2020-04, as 
amended.  When called upon, all Commissioners present agreed with the addition. 

Chairperson Brown then opened the floor to discussion and deliberation regarding the Review 
Committee’s proposed recommendation regarding citizen engagement and communication.  In this regard, 
Chairperson Brown summarized Commissioners’ previous comments regarding the possible root cause(s) 
of the bias-based policing complaint and PSP’s vested interest in limiting unwarranted complaints against 
its members.  Combined the citizen’s questioning of the legitimacy of the traffic stops with PSP’s limited 
retention period and no acknowledgement of the citizen’s concerns (i.e., notification letter), Chairperson 
Brown indicated that best practices suggest these triggers represent communication issues and model 
communication strategies include brochures like “What to Expect During Encounters with Law 
Enforcement.”  Chairperson Brown recognized that Commissioner Tate and Vice-Chairperson Brown 
provided a sample pamphlet (which outlines responsibilities, obligations, and rights) used in Pittsburgh 
for review by Commissioners.  Chairperson Brown also added that the former President’s 21st Century 
Policing Task Force also recommends that law enforcement agencies use technology-based platforms such 
as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and the agency’s webpage to also communicate with citizens. 

Chairperson Brown then posed the question to Commissioners about whether the Review 
Committee wishes to recommend that PSP adopt and publish a similar type of brochure (i.e., pamphlet 
can include information regarding audio and video record retention, asset forfeiture (an issue previously 
identified by the Review Committee), vehicle searches, etc.) and also communicate the contents of the 
brochure on all of its technology platforms and relinquished the floor to Review Committee Chairperson 
Hodge. 

Review Committee Chairperson Hodge had no further comment and Chairperson Brown opened 
the floor to public comment, but none were offered.  Chairperson Brown asked if any other Commissioner 
had any additional questions or comments. 

Commissioner Canagarajah asked if the Review Committee can be used now via adoption of the 
Pittsburgh model.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger informed Commissioners that the information contained in 
the Pittsburgh model brochure was outdated (i.e., changes regarding traffic stops) and that in Pittsburgh 
case, police collaborated with its Citizen Advisory Commission regarding its development which was 
vital to its success.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also stated that Pittsburgh’s Bureau of Police distribute 
the pamphlet during community and other events which boosters their image, and it is used in public 
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schools (also vital to exposing young child at an early age to begin to establish trust).  Lastly, Vice-
Chairperson Pittinger noted that the pamphlet is also used as a training tool (i.e., officers take short quiz 
on content in pamphlet). 

Commissioner Ashe agreed with Vice-Chairperson Pittinger and added that the brochure can also 
be distributed within Pennsylvania state college campuses.  Commissioner Tate also remarked that this 
type of brochure can be distributed and made available at rest areas along the Pennsylvania Turnpike.   

[At this time, Review Committee Chairperson reminded Commissioners that he had to leave and 
ended his participation at 2:06 p.m.  The Review Committee still maintained a quorum at that time.] 

Chairperson Brown read into the record proposed language for Recommendation No. 4 – Citizen 
Engagement and Communication as follows and posed the question for adoption: 

Proposed Recommendation No. 4 
The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee 
recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police develop a citizen engagement brochure and policy and to distribute the 
information included in the brochure via the agency’s webpage, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts on the following 
topics:   

• What to expect during an encounter with a Trooper;
• The citizen’s rights when interacting or communicating with a Trooper;
• Responsibilities and obligations of the citizen when contacting or being involved with a Trooper;
• How to file a complaint;
• The citizen’s right to re-file a complaint after court disposition;
• Notice of the 60-day retention period for MVR evidence that may support the citizen’s claim;
• The citizen’s rights under the law regarding search and seizure;
• The citizen’s rights under the law regarding asset forfeiture and information on how a citizen can reclaim their property;

and
• What the citizen should expect if arrested or taken into custody.

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to public comment and no comment was offered.
When called upon, all remaining Commissioners answered in the affirmative when asked if the Review 
Committee should adopt proposed Recommendation No. 4.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further 
comment or objection, the Review Committee preliminarily adopted proposed findings, conclusions 
and related recommendations regarding PSP’s adoption and distribution of a citizen brochure to 
include pertinent topics as discussed with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  

Chairperson Brown then began to summarize the Review Committee’s proposed findings, 
conclusions and related recommendations related to an early intervention program.  During its 
review, Chairperson Brown stated that the Review Committee sought to determine if PSP had a method 
to monitor its members who may be exhibiting a pattern of racial or ethnic discrimination and other bias-
based policing.  Through PSP’s Oral Presentation, the Review Committee was informed that PSP’s Early 
Intervention Program was established to identify members who exhibit a pattern of behavior that might 
be a concern to the agency and Commissioners reviewed PSP Policy No. AR 4-36 that mandates the 
duties and responsibilities of the program and determined the policy contained elements that would be 
effective in identifying patterns of bias-based policing and mitigating problem behavior. Elements 
include, for example, an internal affairs case database, bi-monthly queries and monitoring, and corrective 
action plans to address problematic behavior.   
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However, Chairperson Brown stated that PSP’s  database, bi-monthly queries, and 
monitoring does not specifically include information pertaining to racial or ethnic discrimination, bias-
based policing, or racial insensitivity matrixes.  Similarly, Chairperson Brown added that corrective action 
plans do not specifically mandate training in bias-based policing, racial insensitivity, or implicit bias.   

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor to public comment and no comment was offered.  
No remaining Commissioner had any comments or additional questions on this issue.  Chairperson Brown 
then read proposed language related to Recommendation No. 5 into the record as follows:  

Proposed Recommendation No. 5 – Enhancements to Early Intervention Program    
The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee recommends 
that the Pennsylvania State Police update their Early Intervention Program (EIP) Policy to include:  

a. requirements to conduct bi-monthly queries to identify EIP candidates who may be engaging in racial or
ethnic discrimination, bias-based policing, and/or racial insensitivity; and

b. mandate remedial corrective actions that may include training in bias-based policing, racial insensitivity, or implicit
bias.

At this time, Chairperson Brown posed the question of whether the Review Committee wished to include 
proposed Recommendation No. 5 in its report.  When called upon, all remaining Commissioners 
responded in the affirmative.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further comment or objection, the 
Review Committee preliminarily adopted proposed findings, conclusions, and related 
recommendations regarding enhancements to PSP’s Early Intervention Program as discussed 
above with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0007-P.  

Chairperson Brown asked if any Commissioner had any other comments or questions concerning 
their review of Internal Case No. 21-0007-P and none were offered.  Concluding deliberations and official 
actions concerning preliminary findings, conclusions and recommendations for Internal Case No. 21-
007-P, Chairperson Brown requested a motion from the Review Committee to authorize the
creation and distribution of a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-
0007-P to the Agency Head, Agency’s Chief Counsel, and all Commissioners in accordance with the
Commission’s Bylaws which was offered and seconded with no noted objections.

 Chairperson Brown opened the floor to consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official 
action(s) for purposes of reaching preliminary Findings and Conclusions for Internal Case No. 21-0008-
P and proceeded to read a summary of the facts into the record as follows:     

Internal Case Number #21-0008-P [Incident Date is February 23, 2018 
involving the Pennsylvania State Police Barrack Troop H]. 

On February 23, 2018, the citizen alleged two Troopers lacked just cause to follow and stop her 
and racially profiled her during a traffic stop.  Prior to the traffic stop, the Troopers followed the 
citizen’s vehicle for several blocks after the citizen allegedly pulled into a parking stall from the right 
lane without using a turn signal.   

According to PSP records, the Troopers were assigned to assist with a saturation patrol in an area 
described as a “known high crime area”.  The Troopers observed the citizen’s vehicle and began 
to follow while querying the vehicle’s registration in the CLEAN system.  The Troopers confirmed it 
was a rental vehicle.  Based on the training and experience of both Troopers, rental vehicles are 
used at times to transport illegal drugs and guns.  After a few blocks, the Troopers believed the 
vehicle made evasive turns and turned into a parking stall without signaling.   
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The Troopers activated their emergency lights and pulled in offset from the vehicle.  The Trooper 
approached the citizen and asked if she was home to determine the citizen’s justification for parking 
in that area.  The Trooper asked the citizen about her use of the rental vehicle and the citizen 
confirmed she was using the rental because her vehicle was in the repair shop.  The citizen 
provided the Trooper with her license upon request.  PSP’s Internal Investigation determined, “The 
purpose of the stop was to make a criminal arrest based on the indicators of possible criminal 
activity to include the use of a rental vehicle in a high crime area at night and making what appeared 
to be evasive turns.”  The Troopers reported to the citizen she was stopped because she failed to 
use her turn signal when pulling into the parking spot.  The citizen quickly disproved all the Troopers 
suspicions of criminal activity.  The Trooper indicted the citizen was not who they were looking for 
that night, returned her license and ended the traffic stop.   

Upon review of the Mobile Video Recording (MVR), it was confirmed the citizen moved from the 
travel lane into her parking spot without utilizing a turn signal as required by Title 75, Section 
3334(a) - Turning Movements and Required Signals of the Vehicle Code.  Therefore, the Troopers 
had sufficient probable cause to initiate the traffic stop.  Based on interviews with both Troopers, it 
was confirmed they were not aware of the citizen’s race.  The investigation revealed no evidence 
to suggest the Troopers were aware the citizen was African American prior to the traffic stop.   

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered. 

Chairperson Brown recapped determinations made by the Review Committee during its Special 
Meeting held on January 11, 2022 regarding fairness, promptness, impartiality, and completeness. 
Chairperson Brown then stated that the Review Committee also determined that PSP’s adjudicatory 
findings were not reasonable based on the totality of circumstances [Review Objective No. 4] because 
Commissioners believed that the adjudicator failed to address a perceived policy violation.  However, 
Chairperson Brown stated that after a further review, PSP’s records indicated that the adjudication 
report confirmed that members failed to put themselves out on a traffic stop on the Mobile Data 
Terminal transaction report and did not generate a Computer Aided dispatch memo for the violation.  As 
a result, the adjudicator decided, “[a] supervisor shall review these requirements with Trooper XXXX and 
Trooper XXXX following the issuance of the determination of findings.”  Based on this information, 
Chairperson Brown asked Commissioners if they wished to revisit this determination. 

After some discussion how to reach a determination on the reasonableness of PSP’s adjudicatory 
findings, Commissioner Tate agreed that the Review Committee should adjust its determination to reflect 
that the perceived violation was addressed by PSP’s adjudicator, and thus, PSP’s adjudicatory findings 
were considered reasonable.  When called upon, all remaining Commissioners answered in the 
affirmative.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further comment or objection, the Review Committee 
revised its previous determination to reflect that PSP’s adjudicatory findings were reasonable and 
based on a totality of circumstances for Internal Case No. 21-0008-P.        

Chairperson Brown remarked that a determination by the Review Committee is not needed as to 
whether discipline (if any) was reasonable since there was no disciplinary action taken in this instance.  
Accordingly, the Review Committee determined that the reasonableness of disciplinary action (if any) 
concerning PSP’s completed internal investigation was rendered “Not Applicable” since no discipline 
was issued with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0008-P.   
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Chairperson Brown then asked Commissioners whether there are any perceived policy or training 
deficiencies identified during their review [Review Objective No. 6].  Chairperson Brown stated that the 
first issue identified by the Review Committee concerned proper citizen engagement and communication.  
During its review, the Review Committee sought to identify the root cause(s) of the complaint, what 
factors led to the complainant’s perception bias was involved with the enforcement activity, and what 
processes can be improved to increase communication and minimize misunderstandings that make it 
difficult to identify officers engaged in explicit bias versus officers inappropriately accused of being bias 
during legitimate law enforcement activity.  Here, and based on previous discussions among 
Commissioners and their review of PSP records, the Review Committee preliminarily determined, in 
part, that the Trooper’s initial verbal communication with the complainant was the potential root cause(s) 
of the complaint.  Specifically, the Trooper did not initially communicate the reason for the 
stop which escalated the citizen’s mistrust of the legitimacy of the member’s observations.  The 
communication further led the citizen to believe that the traffic stop was for the purpose of harassing her 
because she was driving a rental car with out of state license plates versus the turn signal violation 
eventually stated by Troopers.  Additionally, the Review Committee preliminarily determined the Trooper 
did not identify himself, by name, or as a member of PSP.   

Chairperson Brown summarized that PSP Policy No. FR 6-8 (Traffic Law Violation 
Stops) recommends Troopers identify themselves and provide a reason for the traffic stop but does 
not require this to be communicated to citizens, thus, it was not addressed by the adjudicator.    

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered.  Chairperson Brown opened the floor to discussion and deliberation and relinquished the 
floor to Commissioners. 

Vice-Chairperson Pittinger remarked that the lack of communication appeared to be a common 
theme throughout these reviews.  Vice-Chairperson also added that it was a safety issue for both members 
and the public to ensure that citizens know who is stopping them and that members should (at the very 
least) provide a business card that includes their name, organization, and badge number.  Commissioner 
Tate agreed and stated that most police departments issue business cards to officers in the field.  
Commissioner Tate remarked further that it was a sign of professionalism, can serve as a de-escalation 
tactic when approaching a vehicle and improves officer safety.  Commissioner Tate closed by stating 
members should be required to identify themselves either verbally or with a business card.   

Commissioner Canagarajah sought clarification about whether members were in an unmarked 
vehicle and that sometimes (especially at night) it is difficult to see an officer’s badge and number. 
Chairperson Brown that based on PSP’s record and the motor vehicle recording of the incident, members 
were in a fully marked vehicle.  Nonetheless, Commissioner Canagarajah stated that it was good practice 
to leave a business card.  Commissioner Ashe agreed and commented that citizens need to know who and 
must be able to identify who stops them and the reason for the traffic stop.     

Chairperson Brown then read proposed language related to Recommendation No. 1 into the record 
as follows:  

Proposed Recommendation No. 1 – Citizen Engagement and Communication 
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The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee recommends 
that the Pennsylvania State Police modify agency policy to specifically require, unless exigent circumstances exist, members 
to identify themselves during traffic stops and provide the reason for the traffic stop to citizens they encounter.   

At this time, Chairperson Brown posed the question of whether the Review Committee wished to include 
proposed Recommendation No. 1 in its report.  When called upon, all remaining Commissioners 
responded in the affirmative.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger offered a point of clarification and stated that 
the recommendation should include that member identify themselves (at least) verbally.  Commissioner 
Ashe agreed with Vice-Chairperson Ashe and Chairperson Brown posed the question again (with the 
revised language) and all Commissioners responded in the affirmative.  Accordingly, and after hearing 
no further comment or objection, the Review Committee preliminarily adopted proposed findings, 
conclusions, and related recommendations regarding enhancements to PSP’s Traffic Law 
Violations Stops as discussed above with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0008-P.  

Chairperson Brown then proceeded to provide a summary of the second issue identified by 
Commissioners during their review concerning documentation required during citizen encounters.  During 
its review, the Review Committee confirmed that the original encounter between the complainant and the 
Trooper(s) was not appropriately documented by broadcasting pertinent information about the traffic 
stop, as indicted by the adjudicators report.  Additionally, Trooper(s) did not identify themselves, by 
name, as members of PSP, and did not issue a written warning or citation for the alleged violation.  
Chairperson Brown stated that PSP has several procedures that document traffic enforcement activity and 
these procedures include the following:   

1. pertinent information is transmitted and recorded via radio broadcast or the Mobile Data
Terminal (MDT);

2. the encounter is audio and visual recorded via the Mobile Video Recorder (MVR);
3. pertinent contact information is recorded by the Trooper within a Contact Data Report; and
4. pertinent information is captured by issuing a written warning or citation.

Chairperson Brown noted that only a written warning or citation (among the various means to document 
traffic enforcement) provides a citizen with written confirmation of the violation used as the basis for the 
traffic stop, the member’s name and badge number, and other pertinent information. 
However, Chairperson Brown also noted that PSP’s policy does not specifically prohibit the practice of 
issuing  “verbal warnings” and/or requires members to issue written warnings or citations for every traffic 
stop.   

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered.  Chairperson Brown opened the floor to discussion and deliberation and relinquished the 
floor to Commissioners. 

Commissioner Tate remarked that the mobile video recording of the incident will be deleted in 
accordance with PSP’s retention period and so it was vital that enforcement activity is captured by some 
sort of record to protect the agency’s interest and for member safety.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger agreed 
with Commissioner Tate and believed that citizens should be given some sort of documentation for every 
traffic stop.  Commissioner Canagarajah also agreed but offered a point of clarification expressing 
concerns about unnecessarily increasing the issuance of citations.  Commissioner Ashe also agreed with 
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the proposed recommendation and added that the agency will have options [in response to Commissioner 
Canagarajah’s concerns].       

In response to Commissioners’ concerns and deliberations, Chairperson Brown offered proposed 
language to include the elimination of verbal warnings as a general practice, if issue verbal warning 
requires production of a business card, or issuance of a written warning or citation.  As proposed, 
Chairperson Brown read the proposed language related to this recommendation into the record as follows: 

Proposed Recommendation No. 2 – Documenting Citizen Encounters 
The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee preliminarily 
recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police explicitly prohibit the practice of issuing “verbal warnings” and require its 
members to provide citizens with written documentation (i.e., business card, brochure, written warning and/or traffic citation) for 
every traffic stop (unless exigent circumstances exist) to ensure proper recording of all traffic enforcement activity and ensure 
all citizens receive basic information regarding the encounter.   

Commissioner Canagarajah requested a point of clarification and asked whether the Review 
Committee proposed that despite unlawful activity, members “let citizens go.”  Chairperson Brown 
clarified that PSP records indicate the traffic stop lasted less than two minutes, the member did not identify 
themselves, failed to “call in” the traffic stop and that there was no written documentation of who the 
member was who initiated the enforcement activity or the reason for the traffic stop (other than the 
complaint itself).   

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered.  Chairperson Brown posed the question of whether the Review Committee wished to include 
proposed Recommendation No. 2 in its report.  When called upon, all remaining Commissioners 
responded in the affirmative.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further comment or objection, the 
Review Committee preliminarily adopted proposed findings, conclusions, and related 
recommendations regarding documentation required during citizen encounters as discussed above 
with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0008-P.  

Chairperson Brown proceeded to summarize the last issue identified by the Review Committee 
concerning use of “criminal indictors” resulting in “pre-textual traffic stops.”  During its 
review, the Review Committee confirmed that the complainant’s vehicle was stopped for the purpose of 
making a criminal arrest based on indicators of possible criminal activity.  The indicators of criminal 
activity cited by the Troopers included: (1) the citizen was operating a rental vehicle; (2) the citizen 
was driving through a “high crime area;” and (3) the time of day (i.e., night).  Chairperson Brown 
explained that “criminal indicators” are behaviors or observations made by law enforcement and used as 
a means of identifying and preventing criminal activity. However, Chairperson Brown noted that 
individually these “criminal indicators” alone cannot justify stopping a citizen’s vehicle as recently cited 
by Pennsylvania Superior Court in Commonwealth v. Singletary. Here, Chairperson Brown stated that 
PSP records indicate that after following the vehicle for some time, members gained justification for the 
traffic stop when the citizen ultimately stopped at the curb in front of her home without signaling as 
required by the Vehicle Code.  When police stop a motor vehicle on seemingly minor 
infringements to investigate other suspected criminal activity, Chairperson Brown explained that this 
is known as a “pre-textual traffic stop” which is legal based on United States Supreme Court precedent 
(Wren v. United States (1996)) which permits officers discretion in traffic enforcement for relatively 
minor traffic violations.   
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Chairperson Brown noted proposed state legislation (H.B. 1361) was introduced to limit this 
practice and prevent police officers from using traffic stops as a pretext for searches along with legislation 
passed in October 2021 by the Philadelphia City Counsel referred to as the Driving Equality bills which 
bans police officers from stopping vehicles for certain minor traffic infractions.   

Chairperson Brown recounted that Commissioners noted certain objections to the practice of using 
“criminal indicators” which can be ambiguous, subjective, and erroneously focus enforcement activity 
on individuals engaged in otherwise lawful behavior.  Even when based on legally justifiable case law 
and observations made by trained law enforcement officers, Chairperson Brown stated that pre-textual 
traffic enforcement can cause community distrust and result in citizens being aggressively targeted 
for search and seizure without being involved in criminal activity.    

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered.  Chairperson Brown opened the floor to discussion and deliberation and relinquished the 
floor to Commissioners. 

Vice-Chairperson Pittinger remarked that there is a fundamental problem of trust between citizens 
and law enforcement when the latter uses trickery and ruse.  Given county and state legislative efforts, 
Vice-Chairperson Pittinger stated that traffic stops are secondary (in most cases) and result in profiling 
(i.e., “can [essentially] stop and [detain] anybody for anything”).  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger also noted 
that such a practice delegitimizes law enforcement’s credibility, and that the committee should send a 
clear message that such a practice should not be tolerated and can be abused.        

Commissioner Canagarajah agreed and remarked that such a practice allows for discrimination 
and bias if left too open and requires guardrails.  Commissioner Ashe also agreed and believed that the 
committee’s recommendation must require a policy to forge consistency among members.  Commissioner 
Tate commented that the practice diminishes trust when law enforcement appears to be “fishing” and 
“profiling citizens” and that these types of traffic stops can lead to deadly consequences.  Commissioner 
Canagarajah added that pretextual traffic stops are not warranted, angers citizens who feel compelled to 
defend innocence, and can lead to violent encounters and turn deadly very quickly.     

Chairperson Brown then read proposed language related to Recommendation No. 1 into the record 
as follows: 

Proposed Recommendation No. 3 – Traffic Enforcement Activity Using Criminal Indicators 
The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee recommends 
that the Pennsylvania State Police consider revisions to the practice of using “criminal indicators” as the primary basis for 
establishing reasonable suspicion and consider whether the practice of pretextual traffic stops should continue to be utilized by 
the Pennsylvania State Police in its current form.   

Vice-Chairperson Pittinger remarked that recent Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court decisions 
have recently affected and limited this practice, i.e., cannot stop and search vehicle on pretext, so now law 
enforcement agencies are seizing vehicles.  Vice-Chairperson Pittinger added that while there is still 
general legal support for this practice, PSP should be asked to explain why this practice is important and 
why PSP cannot implement the Review Committee’s recommendation [as required under Executive Order 
2020-04, as amended] if they oppose curtailing this practice. 
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Commissioner Ashe agreed that something needs to be done.  Commissioner Canagarajah 
wondered if the committee could strengthen the proposed language to include that such a practice is prone 
to bias, can lead to violent encounters given current climate, and that such a practice produces minimal 
results, i.e., drug arrests.  Chairperson Brown cautioned Commissioners that the practice is still generally 
legal despite recent court cases and legislative efforts, but that increase possibility that such encounters 
can lead to use of force.  

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public, no comments 
were offered and relinquished the floor back to Commissioners. 

Commissioner Tate asked if it was the Review Committee’s intention to include trending 
legislation in its report and if PSP was required to adhere to local legislation when policing in those 
jurisdictions.  Chairperson Brown replied that support [i.e., local and trending legislation] for the Review 
Committee’s proposed recommendation will be included in a section of the committee’s report.  Vice-
Chairperson Pittinger wanted to remind the Covered Agency that the Review Committee’s proposed 
recommendation also includes consideration of member safety and is not intended to interfere with law 
enforcement activity (i.e., members are busy and have enough to do than engage in this practice).  
Commissioner Tate commented that well-trained and more mature members do have a sixth sense and the 
Review Committee does not wish to stifle that but is only seeking a balance given the potential for abuse.  
Commissioner Tate also acknowledged the possibility that some “big fish” may get away and “kill” 
someone but again this practice represents only one tool in their toolbox and should not be overly used. 

Given sentiments expressed by Commissioners, Chairperson Brown offered that the proposed 
recommendation language can reflect that PSP consider revisions to this practice based on statistical data.  
Consequently, Chairperson Brown restated the proposed language of Recommendation No. 3 as follows: 

Proposed Recommendation No. 3 – Traffic Enforcement Activity Using Criminal Indicators  
The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee preliminarily 
recommends that the Pennsylvania State Police adopt a formal policy requiring either quarterly or annual analysis of traffic 
enforcement data to determine the effectiveness of its reliance on criminal indicators as the initial and/or primary basis for 
initiating traffic stops of vehicles whose occupants are suspected of involvement in criminal activity.        

At this time, Chairperson Brown opened the floor for comments from the public and no comments 
were offered.  Chairperson Brown posed the question of whether the Review Committee wished to include 
proposed Recommendation No. 3 in its report.  When called upon, all remaining Commissioners 
responded in the affirmative.  Accordingly, and after hearing no further comment or objection, the 
Review Committee preliminarily adopted proposed findings, conclusions, and related 
recommendations regarding PSP’s use of “criminal indicators” in traffic enforcement activity as 
discussed above with respect to Internal Case No. 21-0008-P.  

Chairperson Brown asked if any Commissioner had any other comments or questions concerning 
their review of Internal Case No. 21-0008-P and none were offered.  Concluding deliberations and official 
actions concerning preliminary findings, conclusions and recommendations for Internal Case No. 21-
0008-P, Chairperson Brown requested a motion from the Review Committee to authorize the 
creation and distribution of a Preliminary Investigative Review Report for Internal Case No. 21-
0008-P to the Agency Head, Agency’s Chief Counsel, and all Commissioners in accordance with the 
Commission’s Bylaws which was offered and seconded with no noted objections. 
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Consideration, discussion, deliberation, and official action(s) for purposes of reaching preliminary 
findings and conclusions and related recommendations in anticipation of the issuance and ratification of 
Preliminary Investigative Review Reports for Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-P and 21-0008-P closed at 3:10 
p.m.

At 3:10 p.m.  Announcements by Commission Chairperson 
Chairperson Brown provided closing remarks and informed the public about how to file complaints 

using the Commission’s hotline, access the Commission’s webpage, and contact the OSIG and BLEO for 
assistance. 

At 3:11 p.m. Special Meeting of the Bias-based Policing Review Committee Adjourned 
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BIAS-BASED POLICING REVIEW COMMITTEE 
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA 

The Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory Commission (Commission), 
established by Executive Order 2020-04 (as amended by Governor Tom Wolf on April 30, 2021) 
announces a Special Meeting of the Commission’s Bias-Based Policing Review Committee (Review 
Committee) to be held in person at the Office of State Inspector General located at 555 Walnut Street, 
7th Floor, Forum Place, Harrisburg, PA 17101 and virtually via the Commission’s information 
technology platform (Microsoft Teams) on Thursday, January 20, 2022, at 1:00pm (Executive Session) 
and at 1:30pm [Public Session).   

In accordance with 65 Pa.C.S. § 709(b) and Article 6, Section 2 of the Commission’s Bylaws, the 
Review Committee’s Meeting Agenda consists of the following items: 

(1) Executive Session [closed to the public – Review of Meeting Agenda; Recap of previous
discussions and proposed schedule for completion of the review of Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-P
and 21-0008-P for purposes of issuing Preliminary Investigative Review Reports; and other
administrative matters];

(2) Call to Order and Roll Call [expected to begin at approximately 1:30pm];
(3) Acceptance of Meeting Agenda;
(4) Approval and adoption of previous Special Meeting Minutes from January 12, 2022;
(5) Approval of administrative and/or other procedural matters;
(6) Report by the Bias-Based Policing Review Committee’s Chairperson;
(7) Opportunity for public comment; and
(8) Discussion, deliberation and official action(s) for purposes of reaching preliminary Findings and

Conclusions in anticipation of issuing Preliminary Investigative Review Reports for Internal
Case Nos. 21-0007-P and 21-0008-P which will include whether: (i) completed internal
investigations of Covered Agencies were prompt, fair, impartial, complete, and reasonable; (ii) the
substance of all related bias-based policing internal policies, procedures, controls, regulations,
guidance, practices and/or training of Covered Agencies applicable to Internal Case Nos. 21-0007-
P and 21-0008-P are adequate and effective; and (iii) if not considered adequate and/or effective,
what recommendation(s), if any, may be necessary to ensure internal investigations of bias-based
policing incidents are properly investigated and adjudicated.

Individuals having questions regarding this Special Meeting of the Commission’s Bias-Based 
Policing Review Committee, which is open to the public, should contact the Bureau of Law Enforcement 
Oversight within the Pennsylvania Office State Inspector General (OSIG) at (717) 787-6835.  Media 
inquiries may be directed to the OSIG’s Deputy State Inspector General for External Affairs Jonathan 
Hendrickson at (717) 265-8396. 

Sha S. Brown, Chairperson  
Pennsylvania State Law Enforcement Citizen Advisory 
Commission 
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